
The Elements Of Organic Gardening: Highgrove - Clarence House - Birkhall Hardcover. HRH The Prince of Wales. 3.7 out of 5 stars 5. Highgrove is an exemplary garden, and this is a very interesting book, beautifully illustrated and full of lessons in how hand and heart can work together in the garden. - -Robin Davidson. Review. Prince Charles is renowned for his views on organic gardening and his passion extends very firmly to his home, Highgrove, deep in the Gloucestershire countryside. A barren landscape bar the grandiose Cedar of Lebanon which initially caught the Prince's eye, it has, since 1980, been transformed by this remarkable, unassuming man into one of the greatest gardens of our time. His book, written with Stephanie Donaldson, shows the techniques employed at Highgrove and adopted in his other gardens at Clarence House and Birkhall. Details. Title: The Elements of organic gardening : Highgrove, Clarence House, Birkhall / HRH The Prince of Wales ; with Stephanie Donaldson ; photography by Andrew Lawson ; additional photography by David Rowley. Creator: HRH The Prince of Wales (b. 1948). External Link: http://www.rct.uk/collection/1102146. Get the app. Explore museums and play with Art Transfer, Pocket Galleries, Art Selfie, and more. Recommended. Princess Elizabeth, Prince Buy Featured Book. Title. The Elements of Organic Gardening. Subtitle. Highgrove, Clarence House, Birkhall. Author. Prince of Wales Charles, Stephanie Donaldson, et al. Your purchase helps support NPR programming. How? Offers a practical guide to organic gardening as practiced at Highgrove and The Prince of Wales's two other gardens: Clarence House in London and Birkhall in Scotland. Genres: Nonfiction. Start your review of The Elements of Organic Gardening: Highgrove, Clarence House, Birkhall. Write a review. Jul 29, 2011 Roxy rated it it was amazing · review of another edition. Shelves: art-design, non-fiction-general, gardening. A gorgeous book filled with stunning colour pictures of the gardens at Highgrove and lots of great information. Suitable for both the amateur wanting basic info, but also for the avid/professional gardener as it has a wealth of information about soil composition, management, composting and maintenance. An overview of the organic gardening practices that Prince Charles has undertaken on his properties of Highgrove, Clarence House, and Birkhall. I am so envious of English gardens, and these are wonderful. Read for task 25.2.